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Turn Insights into Outcomes
Every day, health system pharmacy professionals are faced with the
question: how do I optimize our medication inventory? They are challenged
by a multitude of issues such as expiring medications, adjusting par levels,
pharmacy labor shortages, and managing potential controlled substance
misuse. Lack of visibility from disparate systems and manual, outdated
inventory approaches are failing providers and patients.
Omnicell One™ delivers a clearer path forward, providing the visibility,
insights, and workflow tools you need to drive improvements in medication
inventory optimization, medication waste reduction, and drug diversion
monitoring. This powerful intelligence solution leverages predictive and
prescriptive analytics through a cloud data platform that aggregates and
analyzes information across your medication management process.
By automating manual inventory management and diversion monitoring
processes, Omnicell One helps you move toward a more fully Autonomous
Pharmacy and focus on higher-value clinical activities.
Visibility: See a more complete picture of medication inventory across
locations and pinpoint potential drug diversion situations
Insights: Receive recommended changes to improve the utilization of
medication you have on hand
Workflow: Deploy your resources efficiently and track completed tasks

Technology-Enabled Service
Included with Omnicell One is access to our team of data scientists and
clinical strategists who work closely and continuously with you to define goals,
establish a plan to achieve them, and measure your results. Their guidance
includes helping you establish par efficiency on dead stock, identify stocked
over max locations, and reduce stockouts to drive additional savings.
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Powerful Dashboards
Omnicell One provides one place to discover and act on optimization
opportunities, starting with inventory levels and soon-to-expire medication.
Pharmacy leaders can better predict, prioritize, and take action wherever
change is needed most to avoid stockouts and overstock situations across
the health system.

Inventory Optimization
Getting the right medication in the right location for the right patient has
never been easier.
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Reduce excess inventory
Manage expired medication
Take action with workflow tools
Monitor progress via scorecard

Advanced Diversion Monitoring
Omnicell One includes Kit Check’s Bluesight™ for Controlled Substances –
the leading advanced drug diversion solution proven to reduce diversion
monitoring time by 97%1 – and provides:
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Streamlined monitoring
Closed-loop workflows
Enterprise-wide interoperability
AI-based advanced analytics

Join the Journey to the Autonomous Pharmacy
The Autonomous Pharmacy is a roadmap to zero-error, fully automated
medication management infrastructure. Through a combination of
hardware, software, and technology-enabled services, the Autonomous
Pharmacy is digitally transforming the pharmacy care delivery model,
helping providers to improve quality, reduce costs, and increase
human efficiencies.

Visit Omnicell.com/OmnicellOne to learn more today.
1. From 8 hours down to 15 minutes to evaluate daily transactions.
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